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Included in this pack:
12 sentence picture cards (2 versions of each card to differentiate)
recording sheets
blank recording sheets to use as desired

My students love this literacy center! It is a meaningful way for them to practice reading
sentences with basic sight words and writing complete sentences. In addition, rereading
the sentences gives students the opportunity to practice reading accurately and fluently.
Since our students are at very different reading levels, I created 2 versions (emergent
and advanced) of each picture. The cards with the blue stars are for more advanced
readers. The simple sentences have underlined words to remind your students to use the
picture cues. In my classroom, I hang the simple & advanced sentence side by side. Just as
my students have been taught and are responsible for reading “good fit books” they
choose a good fit sentence to read and record.
The sentences are ready for you to print, laminate, and cut apart. Then tape them
around your classroom. Last, make clipboards available and your students will be ready
to “read and write the room.” Once they have found and recorded the sentences,
students should practice reading the sentences fluently to themselves and then quietly to
a friend.

I have a blue

backpack.
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The school bus
is yellow.
Is your school red?
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He rides the bus to
school everyday.
Is a school building
red and blue?
Kate got a brand
new backpack!

Write the Room

Name ___________

1. //////////////////////////////////
2. //////////////////////////////////

3. //////////////////////////////////
4. //////////////////////////////////
5. //////////////////////////////////
6. //////////////////////////////////
I can read accurately and fluently to myself.
I can read accurately and fluently to a friend.
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Write the Room

Name _____________

1. /////////////////////////////////////////////////

/////////////////////////////////////////////////
2. /////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
3. /////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
4./////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
5./////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
6./////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
I can read accurately and fluently to myself.
I can read accurately and fluently to a friend.
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